
Asking and Confirming Many Others How Do You Recognize
the Absurdity is the Way to the Solution ! 2023/08/27,29
Hidden,but actual US occupation army ordered Japanese court to crook the fact.Betrayals
terribly fear for being exposed truth turning the deadly upside down world !!! . 
After all,urgent necessary task of massive us is recognizing and confirming the absurdity to
turn those toward truth by perpetual mutual asking with each others in everyday life.

    Above all,a science must absolutely be truth,while the reality is entirely upside
down !,thereby now the world has been heading toward coming global extinction era.
⑴If the two times of Japan civil trial court had revealed an scandalous science fact that
elementary particle theory had completed in 1993,when SSC(US 12B$ elementary particle
experiment faculty)had been canceled in its halfway of the construction,author could have
gotten a decent status as a scientist of truth.Thus it is USA who had deleted a seriously very
fundamental science truth,which could have revealed no mystery in matter world.
In the beginning was words(+number)with logic(tautology)=clearly evident matter can determine
all the things(=comprehensibility=science).
http://777true.net/The-Essence-of-Recognition-on-This-Universe-may-be-Non-Contradiction.pdf
http://777true.net/anyone-can-insight-deepest-matter-world-by-least-Logic&Math-with-easy-translation.pdf

⑵A very small world of elementary particle itself has almost no pragmatical utility,while his
previous work of statistical mechanics is not. He revealed 2nd law of thermodynamics as a
general solution of closed isolated system by method of Quantum Stochastic Mechanics
(QSM),also which has been being rejected to publish by the corrupted academy.
http://777true.net/Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics_QSM_the-Hidden.pdf
Now the accumulation of CO2 has been causing this earth isolated closed system toward
heat hell extinction world.

⑶In 1998,he funded Economy Network Dynamics(END),which essentially reflect all the
account books in an economy dealing system.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
all the debt=all the monetary asset.People has been making nation debt bomb.
⑷Author could not find simulation of global temperature recovery by CO2 reduction.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf
Appendix_ :Other important predictions by the model.
Following only  &  could be possible salvation scenario.

Note,unless many great dedication of able scientist in the world history,his works could not
have been accomplished.Also he is a their successor.However the fact is that the past great
scientist’s will not accomplished due to an strong evil will.Owing to their crooked will,
now the world has been destined to extinct about by 2040.
http://777true.net/A-Possible-Worst-Case-Time-Series-toward-Glolal-Extinction.pdf
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    A World Who has Stopped Asking Own-Self it as Abnormal ?,
or is Forgetting Angry against the Absurdity and the Injustice ??!!
⑴Asking yourself questions in facing something abnormal is the way to the solution,
[Awakening of consciousness] A four-letter word that attracts the reality you want just by
saying it to your brain every day.If you keep going, your wishes will essentially come true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzLNAsrBgmI
reader reaction,Very easy to understand and easy to implement! I have finally learned the
law of attraction.I feel very comfortable. I will recommend it to my friends!
http://777true.net/Simple-Strong-Supreme-Self-Question.pdf
Asking yourself questions in facing something abnormal is the way to the solution,
the habituation is a powerful force(=problem finding),it can change the quality of your life,
it could change even the world.

⑵You can't defeat an enemy without rage.....Sunzu.
The isolated man rage at the absurdity only results in their ruin.
Only the collaborated man rage at the social absurdity could result constructive good.
ⅰ:In the universal deceit times such as now fake world of COVID and Ukraine war,

any people(actually isolated)recognize those absurdity well due to information by
advanced portable phone or internet., while can they react against those??.

http://777true.net/GLOBAL-UNITE-against-GLOBAL-Anti-CLASS-STRUGGLE_CIA.pdf
ⅱ:Now you should recognize that how much global COVID outbreak had done strong role
to make massive isolate people.Also the bad influence of Ukraine war had caused strong
economical damage to global people.Thereby,now people have faced strong inflation life.
Like as torture,a tough life make people isolated to be worry only own-self.

⑶Asking and Confirming Many Others How Do You Recognize
the Absurdity is the Way to the Solution !!!

,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzLNAsrBgmI
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APPENDIX_1:Has Climate Mending been too Late ?!.
Now is not times of stupid Ukraine- Russia war,but the supreme final Climate WAR.

In this summer in the world,there were many news of terrible heat up climate with many
strong wild fires and strong floods.It is clear evidence that we are heading heat hell world.
The heat up earth would cause more heat up one by positive feedback elements(?),
thereby,heat hell world would be not long after,but before long.Business as usual will only be
for at most at now.People will not be able to die easily and instantly, and will be heading for
extinction in the middle of a long hell.If you faithfully face the serious weight of that suffer,
big now decisions with big risks make important significance.

Then climate scientists the major stream had already become desperate due not to coming
heat up climate,but Arctic Methane Catastrophe already having become positive feedback in
ice area shrinking for few decades. One of their fatal mistake was no consideration on
possibility of artificial geo-climate mending technology.

Geo engineering could stop heat up earth,however there are big risks and big tasks.
Solar ray intercepting by cloud increasing technology could rapidly accomplish cooler
earth,while agri-products would be terribly damaged.Many would face famine.
☞;there is a possibility of cooling only big ocean surface !!
In this short cooling period,we must exchange energy to almost 100% non-carbon one.
In this short cooling period,we must accomplish large desert greening to sink CO2.
In this short cooling period,we must recover Arctic ice area.
This is the deadly period of Global Supreme Final War Times of do or die !!
As long as we are serious about it, we have sufficient money and technology.
The only thing missing is an urgent big decision.
You can't know if it works or fails until you try.

Now is the last decisive imminent times of opting Do or Die? !!
Then are there strong climate opinion leaders?!
Once author told that in this wide world,there are outrageous ability people who can invent
outrageous method,or machine in facing deadly crisis times.Thereby,the global fact
awareness is decisive.

Above all,time left is not long ?!!!



APPENDIX_2:Yes or No of 3 questions for the completion of elementary
particle theory.
http://www.777true.net/The-Open-Letter-to-APS_The-True-Physics-is-a-Business_2.pdf
❶Elementary particle theory is a field dynamics one which is determined by an Action
Function or Lagrangean.....(Analytical Dynamics in 19th century France).
Lagrangean is so to say a wallet,anyone act for the minimum paying in his economy dynamics.

❷Gravity field by Equivalent Principle was proved to be a complete gauge field.
(1956,Utiyama,1993,Suzuki,Appendix1<1>)

This is pure calculation proof without mistakes by Suzuki.Anyone can verify it.
Physics is measured by various gauge,while form of equation never depend on gauge.

❸Gauge Field Quantization had already been completed by L.E.Faddeev&V.N.Popov,1967
3)L.D.Faddeev & V.N.Popv:Phys Lett. 25B (1967) 29.
It may be the most difficult to explain Quantization,however following may be an answer.
http://777true.net/anyone-can-insight-deepest-matter-world-by-least-Logic&Math-with-easy-translation.pdf

If this universe is not empty of complete uniform something,but not uniform, it must becomes
Quantum World of various variety in time and space..
Thus Lagrangean of Quantum Gravity Dynamics(QGD)had been completed,

APPENDIX_3:Self-Sufficient Primitive Life.
There is a wartime air raid shelter behind my house where I can work at 22 degrees without
air cooling.Digging basement hall is very hard work,however you should do it by long years
working with less burden at a time.Then the most troublesome is strong rain causing water
leaking,unless surface concrete..

Abandoning urban life such as IT, AI, automobiles, etc., moving to the countryside, living in a
cave dwelling with livestock grazing, no cultivation and no fertilizer - self-sufficient primitive
life may be the highest technology for climate war survival ?!.
https://www.japanfs.org/sp/ja/news/archives/news_id027345.html
https://f-masanobu.jp/about-masanobu-fukuoka/
Self-sufficient in electricity and water! What is a capsule-type eco-house?
"Eco-capsule" that enhances energy efficiency with double power generation
https://emira-t.jp/topics/611/
A LOOK AT LIFE OFF-GRID
https://hellohomestead.com/a-look-at-life-off-grid/
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